IN THIS paper, we will give a simple proof of the local Atiyah-Singer index theorem first proved by Patodi [9]; in fact, his earlier proof of the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem (Patodi [8]) is quite close to ours. (Perhaps he did not find the proof for Dirac operators given in this paper because he was unaware of the symbol calculus for Clifford algebras.) A paper of Kotake [S] contains a proof of the Riemann-Roth theorem for Riemann surfaces along similar lines, and a recent paper of Bismut [3] is also very closely related.
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It might be helpful to give a short history of this theorem. As explained in Atiyah et al.
[l], all of the common geometric complexes, namely, the twisted Dirac operators, &operators, signature operators and the De Rham complex, are, locally, Dirac operators. We shall refer to all of these operators as Dirac operators, although this is not globally correct on non-spin manifolds. The index theorem for Dirac operators was first proven, at least for Kahler manifolds, by Hirzebruch using cobordism theory. and asked if the integrand converges as t -+ 0, by some "fantastic cancellations". Notice that this is a completely local question, only depending on the metric and connection in a small neighbourhood of x, since we are sending t to 0. Thus, we may as well assume that our operator is a Dirac operator on R", with twisting bundle Cm. Patodi established this convergence and identified the limit; for a review of this phase of the history of the theorem, see Atiyah et al. [I] .
In Getzler [0] , motivated by the ideas of the physicists Witten and Alvarez-Gaume, it was shown that these cancellations are not fantastic at all, but quite natural, and for the first time, the local index theorem was proven in a completely analytic fashion, without appealing to any topological calculations as in earlier proofs. However, the machinery developed in that paper is rather general, so the goal of this paper is to show how simple the basic idea is.
The proof of the theorem splits into two steps:
(a) the asymptotic expansion of the heat kernel of D2; (b) an algebraic calculation of the top order in the asymptotic expansion.
The second part is the same as in Getzler [O] ; the only question is what is the clearest method of establishing the asymptotic expansion. In this paper, we use a new technique that requires the estimation of the heat kernel of uniformly elliptic operators on R" whose first and zeroth order coefficients increase linearly and quadratically fast at infinity. This estimate is accomplished in the first appendix, by using the Feynman-Kac representation of the heat kernel. An alternative method is to use Patodi's original asymptotic expansion, which is technically more difficult to establish than anything else that we use, but is better known. Granted this, the proof becomes extraordinarily simple. This is dealt with briefly in the second appendix. (I wish to thank M. Vergne for suggesting this strategy after reading an earlier version of the paper.)
To state the theorem, we need some results from the theory of Clifford algebras. If n is an even integer, so that the space of spinors A = A.' @A-has dimension 2"'2, then the endomorphism algebra of the spinors End (A) is the complex Clifford algebra on R", which we shall write as Cliff(n). This algebra may be thought of as the exterior algebra A(n) = A*,R" with a twisted multiplication defined as follows. The vector space R" acts on the exterior algebra A(n) = A*,R" by the formula uou = o A a+o J a, where UER" and Ada, and this gives an isomorphism from Cliff(n) to A(n), called the symbol map, with which we shall identify these spaces. If Ada and bE A(n), then we have the formula,
We will denote the projection of a E A(n) onto A"(n) by a,. Recall that there is a isomorphism from the Lie algebra o(n) to Cliff(n), given by sending the antisymmetric matrix Uij to the element of Cliff(n) with symbol l/2 2 aije' A ej. This is the isomorphism that is used to i<j obtain the connection on the spinor bundle from the Reimannian connection. Let g be a Riemannian metric on R" satisfying the following three conditions:
(i) g is asymptotically Euclidean, SO that gij(x) = 6ij for 1x1 large; (ii) g is a small C" perturbation of the Euclidean metric; (iii) the coordinates are normal around 0 E R", that is, the exponential map at the origin is an isomorphism.
Using parallel translation along the geodesics to the origin, the tangent and spinor bundles on R" may be trivialized. Indices for tensors in this frame will be written with the indices a, b . . . . For example, the spinor connection is ri Q = + ria6 (e' A eb) 0.
In Atiyah et al. [l] , it is shown that
where Rijob is the Riemannian curvature of the metric g. Let Ai be a connection on the bundle with fibre Cm on R", satisfying conditions corresponding to ($-o-ii) above. Namely, Ai (x) vanishes for Ix I large, is a small perturbation of the zero connection, and parallel translation along the geodesics out of the origin is the identity. (This is called the radial gauge.) We have Ai = -+Fij(0)X'+O(lX12), (3) where Fij is the curvature of the connection Ai.
If D is the twisted Dirac operator for the metric g and connection A, and Vi is the covariant derivative then Lichnerowicz's formula (Lichnerowicz [6] ) states that where R is the scalar curvature for the metric g. This explicit formula is basic to our proof.
It follows from the Kate-Rellich theorem (Reed and Simon [lo], p. 162) that D* isa small enough perturbation of the flat Laplacian A that it is self-adjoint on the domain of A. The Schwartz kernel k, (x, y) of the operator e@, which lies in C=((O, co) x R" x R")@End(A@C") by parabolic regularity theory is called the heat kernel of D'.
We shall denote by k,(x)ECz((O, 30) x R") @A(n)B the symbol of the heat kernel k, (x, 0) E C" ((0, 30) x R") @Cliff(n) @ End (Cm). Thinking of D2 as an operator D on C=(R") @A(n)@End(C"), k,(x) satisfies the heat equation
Let K be a resealing operator defined by the following assignment of degrees (this was the main idea of the proof in Getzler CO]):
That is, T,(tPxqe') = E 2pfq-rtpxqe'.
Clearly, kf (x) = s" T, k, (x) is the solution equation (4) 
where v E R" and a E A(n).
The limit E -+ 0 is like the classical limit in quantum theory; as E + 0, the noncommutative product a oL b converges to a A b. Using Lichnerowicz's formula, it is easy to show that De has the following form:
2
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This shows that the coefficients bf and c" of the first and zeroth derivatives in D' are bounded uniformly in E for t small enough:
ICC(X)1 5 c(l+lx1)2.
Using the Taylor expansions for g and A, it follows that for small t:
We will only prove this for the terms involving d2, which should be enough to give an idea of how the inequality is proved. The terms in question may be bounded for small t by lg(sx)-g(O)l.O(t-' +~x~Z/t2).t~n~2e~1X~zi'4r. For 1x1 > s-r, the inequality holds because the exponential factor decreases exponentially in t-', while for 1x1 < s-', we can bound
_< t-Ge -lxl'*8.
We now show that the solution to the heat equation (4) for Do is k:(x). By Mehler's formula (Glimm and Jaffe [43, p. 19), the heat kernel (xle-"'ly) of the one dimensional harmonic oscillator H = -2 + a2x2 equals
If 8 is an m x m positive matrix, then the heat kernel of the m-dimensional harmonic oscillator -A + 0ijX'Xj is
In the expansion of this formula as a power series in 3 near 8 = 0, only the even powers contribute, so the heat kernel is actually analytic in 0. We will use this formula in a setting in which 0 is a matrix of 2-forms; this uses the same analytic continuation from complex variables to even differential forms that is used to define characteristic classes in differential geometry.
Observe that the operator Do is equal to the sum of the two commuting operators K = A -& RijRjkxixk and L = F -$Rijdixj.
We have calculated the heat kernel of K above (let 0 = IlgRijRjkxixk), so the result follows from the formula kp = (etKelL)(6(x) @ l), and the fact that efL(b(x) @ 1) = erF (6(x) @ 1).
To prove that kf (x) converges to kp (x) as E + 0, we use Duhamel's formula, which states From this formula for the supertrace and the theorem that we have proved, it follows that
This is the local Atiyah-Singer index theorem. Integrating over s gives the stated result, since we can choose p' arbitrarily large.
Cl APPENDIX B
In this appendix, we give another method of proving the local index theorem, based on Patodi [8] .
Using Patodi's asymptotic expansion for the solution of the heat equation (4) around t = 0, we may write kf(x) _ (4xt) -"'*e -IxlZ'4r 2 c&t"'x*eS rS,mre where a is a multi-index for the symmetric algebra S*(R") and /3 is a multi-index for the antisymmetric algebra A* (R"). The proof of the local index theorem follows from the calculation of k:(x) in the body of the paper.
